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 Fall Wardrobe Swap 
  

The chill in the air, the leaves changing colors, fall is finally here! As the weather starts to cool down, it is time 
to put away seasonal clothing and take inventory of what you own. Follow these tips to make switching your 
wardrobe simple and productive. 
 

First, Clean Your Room 
Before you get started swapping clothes, you are going to want to clean the rest of your room first. 
Move things off to the side so you have room to work with and do some vacuuming and dusting so you 
are not getting your clothes dirty as you move them from place to place. 

Go Through Your Summer Clothes 
While you are storing away your summer wardrobe, use this time to decide which pieces don’t fit or you 
no longer like. Put these items in a separate pile and then decide whether you want to donate the 
unwanted clothes or if it is time for them to be thrown away.  

Keep Pieces That Can be Layered 
If you have a summer tank that can be paired with a cozy sweater, keep it around for the next season. 
By mixing and matching your clothes, you now have even more outfits at your disposal! 

Put Away Your Summer Clothes 
Find a clear plastic storage bin to place your summer wardrobe into. Roll the pieces of clothing to 
increase space. Do make sure that the bin is sealable so no moths, water, or any other sources of harm 
ruin your clothing. 

Clean Out Your Closet 
While you are in the process of switching wardrobes, take a moment to wipe down drawers, shelves, 
and the floor of your closet to eliminate dust or debris. 

Go Through Your Fall Clothes 
Start unpacking your fall clothing and go through each piece to decide if you still would wear it or if it no 
longer fits. Create “donate” and “toss” piles, just like you did with the summer clothes. If needed, wash 
them to get rid of that stale storage smell from sitting packed away for months. 

Organize Your Clothes 
Designate drawers or sections of your closet for certain types of clothing items. Create a sweater 
drawer, a jeans drawer, and a jacket section in your closet, for example. Check out our Closet Clean 
Up tips for more information about reorganizing your closet. 

 

 

Want summer to last forever so you don’t have to deal with fall closet organizing? If so, we can help. 

ARRANGED will implement a plan to declutter and professionally organize your closet and drawers in a functional, aesthetically-

pleasing way. By working with us, you can enjoy the seasons without worrying about the additional house work they bring! 

Click here to learn more about ARRANGED’s organizing services, then read our Testimonials. 

Contact us to schedule a complimentary phone consultation.       
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